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2012 has drawn to a close and many may
look back on a year of disappointment at
the country’s economic progress.
Achieving sustained growth has been
slower than many expected, but reflects
the challenges our economy faces. The
Chamber has always been conscious of the
challenges that lay ahead, and therefore
the pace of the recovery has come as no
surprise. For this reason we argued the
case for more support for infrastructure
investment to create growth and jobs now,
whilst improving the longer term growth
and employment prospects for our region.
Despite the country’s challenges, in Greater
Manchester the business community has
responded with resilience and confidence
throughout a tough year, seeking out new
markets, services and products that in turn
are supporting job creation.

“The QES has closely
tracked the fortunes of both
businesses and the labour
market throughout the year,
and this final quarter’s
response by 804 businesses
shows continued business
optimism, a pick up in the
domestic market and job
creation has remained
positive.”

Internally the Chamber has also had cause
for optimism. October saw the release of
Lord Heseltine’s much anticipated review
into UK competitiveness. The review will
also be of interest to our members as it
sees an enhanced role for Chambers of
Commerce to act as the main body to
deliver local business support. The
Chancellor also took a decisive, and
potentially, radical step by endorsing Lord
Heseltine’s review into UK competitiveness
and proposal for more local control over
economic growth funding in England in his
Autumn Statement.
The Government’s full response to the
Review will be released in the Spring of
2013. With a list of 89 recommendations
this clearly provides the politicians and civil
servants with something to think long and
hard about. My main concern is that the
ambitious approach that something must
fundamentally change if we are not just
going to accept the gradual decline of our
international competitiveness and
influence will scare off Whitehall.
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Also in the Autumn Statement was the
unexpected reduction in Corporation Tax
to 21% in April 2014, demonstrating a
commitment to a competitive company tax
regime and making the UK more
attractive for business. The cancellation of
next month’s fuel duty increase is
particularly welcomed, however especially
welcome was the announcement that
Greater Manchester Chamber’s bid with
MAN Diesel for the Employer Ownership
of Skills pilot was approved and that the
Pilot scheme overall has been increased by
£90m. Regular readers of this foreword will
note that I have been keeping business up
to date on the progress of this bid, so I am
very pleased to say it has been approved.
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those businesses that have contributed to
this important piece of work. This survey
is not simply about you providing us with
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Economic
Overview
People now talk of a triple dip as threats remain to our economic
performance, and whilst we are experiencing the new norm of lower
growth, these threats are becoming largely external. The Euro zone
looks set for another period of recession as austerity remains and
will continue to suppress growth. At the time of writing uncertainty
over the US fiscal cliff negotiations also remain, however expect a
deal of sorts as both Republicans and Democrats will want to avoid
the economic and political consequences. Indeed it is the need for
the Republicans to avoid the political fallout that is likely to seal
the deal. As uncertainty in Europe and the US abates there could
be consequences for inflation as the Euro and US dollar strengthen
against Sterling.

After the disappointment and setback of last
quarter’s results, reflecting a lack of activity
over the Summer, it is pleasing to see economic
activity bounce back and end the year on a
better note for Greater Manchester businesses.
Whilst some of this bounce reflects displaced
activity from the Summer, export demand for
goods is the fly in the ointment of an otherwise
welcome improvement this quarter. Construction
sector businesses responding to this quarter’s
survey are also more upbeat about their
prospects for the future. Business confidence
continues to hold and the private sector
continues to create jobs across the region.
Our expectations at the beginning of this year were for the UK
economy to finish stronger at the end of 2012 than it would begin,
given inflation dampening demand and the uncertainty over the
Euro zone continuing well into the year. That said, a close look at
the trend in our domestic sales measure, compared to the national
GDP data (in the chart), suggests that this year we have outperformed the national picture through most of the year and our
labour market has seen some strong job creation, second only to
London for much of the Spring and Summer. Our data suggests
that with the exception of a quarter’s time lag, the GDP figures may
be revised upward in time and those negative quarters may turn
positive, though that is not for certain and for now we have seen
a double dip. The Office of National Statistics confirmed that the
country exited that double dip recession in Q3 with growth of 1%,
however underlying growth, taking account of the Bank Holidays in
Q2 and an adjustment for Olympic ticket sales, was 0.3%.

Households have seen the squeeze on their incomes ease, but it is
not yet completely eradicated. Since our last report inflation did
fall further, the CPI measure hitting 2.2% in September, however
the trend since has been upward. CPI inflation has now increased
to 2.7%, as a consequence of student tuition fees, although energy
price rises and food price inflation are in the pipeline so the
expectation is for inflation to move up further in the coming
months. Pressure remains on household budgets as total pay
increases remain under 2%, so as inflation picks up into the New
Year retail demand could fall off again after improving over the
course of this year.

DEMAND COMPARISON

Business confidence and job creation in Greater Manchester has
been largely supported by export demand so external events are a
concern. The export demand of 2011 and early 2012 has supported
domestic demand and job creation over this year, further
reinforcing the domestic economy of the region, especially for the
service sector with weaker inflationary pressure. The differing
experience of the recovery continues to reverberate through
different sectors and areas, with many firms facing increasingly
competitive pressures as consumers, businesses and markets shift
in these post-recessionary conditions.
The construction sector also continues to see better trading
conditions. In our Q3 survey we reported that construction firms
were less negative, and indeed the North West construction order
book statistics released by the Office of National
Statistics has shown an improvement in the level of orders for Q3,
up from £982m to £1,152m. This is still below the trend average of
£1,473m per quarter since Q1 2000 and well below the prerecession peak of £2,450m. If the response this quarter again picks
up the trend in the sector, Q4 could see a further improvement.
Activity in the construction sector and a need to invest in the
region’s infrastructure, especially connectivity in rail, roads, ports
and digital, has been behind the Chamber’s repeated calls for
infrastructure investment targeted at the region.
Against the backdrop of a still flat national economy the
Chancellor of the Exchequer delivered his Autumn Statement at the
beginning of December. Previous statements from the
Chancellor have failed to deliver the impetus for growth and ahead
of this statement a whole host of other business representative
organisations joined our call for infrastructure investment to
kick-start growth. We were not to be disappointed that
infrastructure would feature in the statement as it was announced
the day before, though the detail was another disappointment
for the regions as the majority of the Government’s investment of
£5bn was targeted at London and the South East, and will further
exacerbate the economic imbalances in this country. In an area of
higher than average levels of worklessness and benefit claimants
such as ours, whilst needing to address the benefits culture in the
UK, the measures to squeeze the incomes of those on benefits will
in turn impact on business demand.
The Chancellor spoke about a fiscally neutral budget and
automatic stabilisers. Interesting that he didn’t see fit to reinstate
the business rate revaluation date that has been put back two
years, as this would have redressed the distortions in the market
currently created by business rates and some businesses in the
hardest hit areas may have seen their bills fall. Is this a form of
automatic stabiliser that Government intervention has prevented?

Each Chancellor’s statement is accompanied by an update on the
growth prospects and Government finances from the independent
Office of Budget Responsibility, which is used by the Chancellor to
set his budget. The Office of Budget Responsibility make it clear
that it had previously been over-optimistic about net trade with
the Euro zone and effectively passed the Chancellor a political ‘get
out of jail free’ card, concerning his borrowing and deficit reduction
targets. How much of this was unforeseen is questionable, though
as it has been seen by this Chamber. We have been vocal for the
last two years that our growth prospects are low and we were
exposed to external factors at play. The Office of Budget Responsibility has revised down all its growth projections going forward, but
even the 2.0% forecast for 2014 is already looking far too optimistic without bolder support from Government.
Decisive action is needed: 85% of the world’s population live in
countries that are experiencing 6% growth or more. There is huge
potential for British business in these markets, but these locations
are also attractive to the capital we ourselves will need to come
through this. The Autumn Statement included a further £1bn
funding for a business bank, but few other details. I question if
there is a lack of competition in the UK banking market. There are
35 lenders registered for the Bank of England’s Funding for
Lending Scheme, and there are others such as HSBC that have
remained outside the scheme. There seems to be plenty of
competition; the problem is a lack of capital, risk and a market that
(rightly or wrongly) is so regulated it is hard for firms to
differentiate their offering.
Former Monetary Policy Committee member Dr Andrew Sentance
coined the phrase “New Norm” to describe growth looking ahead
with expectations that this will be 1.5% to 2% in the next 3-4 years.
For now, Greater Manchester businesses are playing their part to
support growth and jobs, but if we are to avoid economic
stagnation we must act more swiftly and boldly to address
excessive taxation, regulation and labour costs and improve our
infrastructure to meet the challenge of climate change and global
connectivity. Like us, that 85% of the world’s population are
hungry for food and resources. To keep Britain ahead in the global
economy we must realistically respond now to the pressures we
will inevitably face in the future.
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Domestic
Demand
The weakness in UK demand seen last quarter appears to have been largely reversed, with a strong
performance reported in some sectors. However, nationally the UK recorded official growth of around 1% in the
third quarter of the year, though the Office for National Statistics considered that underlying growth was
perhaps only 0.3%. This suggests that at least some of the gains seen this quarter reflect displaced activity.

UK Sales

Demand bounces back from weak summer
The domestic sales balances have seen an improvement in all
sectors with services showing the single largest increase this
quarter. Having maintained a steady but low level of growth for the
past eighteen months, the sales balance dipped in the summer but
has moved up twelve points to stand at +17%. This measure is now
at its highest since the recession and was last equalled in Q4 2007.

UK Orders

Growth continues to elude construction sector
Looking at the broad manufacturing measure, the tail of two
sectors so prevalent for the past few years continues. The increase
in the headline broad measure reflects an improvement in the
performance of both the narrow manufacturing and construction
sectors.
The construction sector continues to suffer from the sharp
contraction in public capital and infrastructure spending as well as
constrained home building but has moved forward by seven points
this quarter, its third consecutive quarter of bettering its
performance, and now stands flat at 0%. The narrow
manufacturing sector eased last quarter to its lowest level since we
started to record the sub-sectors in Q2 2010. It has recovered from
that low this quarter by increasing its domestic sales balance to
+11%, seven points higher than in Q3.

One of the standard responses to low demand environments is to
shorten the lead time of orders. This is shown clearly in the QES
data where balances for sales usually exceed the expected orders
measure from the previous survey. Demand is present, but only at
short timescales.
After a weak quarter on the domestic order measure in Q3, sales
this quarter were more positive. Boding well for the UK demand
measures for early 2013 are the seven- and eleven-point increases
for the manufacturing and service sectors respectively. Although
the broad manufacturing indicator remains negative at -2%, there
is reason to be hopeful of a positive outturn for Q1 2013’s data, and
with a strong rise to +10% for the service sector, growth should be
assured in the New Year.

The broad manufacturing measure, covering all production
industries, has arrested its three quarters of weakening growth
which lowered the sector into contraction last quarter and
recovered to end the year with the strongest quarter’s performance
of 2012 at +5%.

Construction & Manufacturing Sales

Service order books for New Year improve

Production industry orders gain ground

Construction & Manufacturing Orders

Looking within the broad manufacturing data, neither the
manufacturing nor construction sectors quite managed to push
their order books to show clear growth. The construction sector has
seen a third consecutive quarter of improving its position and has
gained another ten points on last quarter, and now stands at -4%.
Four points higher than its previous level, narrow manufacturing
continues to indicate a small negative order level of -1%.
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International Trade
& Exports
The after-effects of the recession continue to have a significant effect on global demand with both large
geographic differences in economic performance and considerable volatility in international markets.
Concerns over fiscal consolidation and sovereign debt continue to hamper the ability of the Euro zone, our
single largest trading partner, to make any strong advances in terms of output. The United States, whilst
broadly performing well continues to have difficult decisions to make around its debt ceiling. The outturn of the
deliberations of the impact of the “fiscal cliff” – whether resolved or not - are not known at the time of writing.
Much is made of slowing growth in emerging economies but, in reality, their rapid urbanisation and continued
shift to becoming more westernised means that there is likely to be substantial demand from these countries in
the future, particularly as they have capacity for easing their monetary policy positions.

Export Sales

Manufacturers’ exports slow; services advance
The broad manufacturing sector has seen a sharp weakening in
its international demand measures. Despite an eight point rise in
the export sales measure for construction companies to stand at
+17%,the eight-point fall for narrow manufacturing to +3% brought
the wider measure down as well. Standing now at +6% (down eight
points on Q3), broad manufacturing’s international sales measure
is now at its lowest level since the first quarter of 2010.
The service sector has had a much more positive quarter.
Q3 saw a sharp contraction in the international demand measure
for services. Similar to the drop we saw in the same quarter of
2011, we apportioned much of the blame for this collapse of
demand on the continued (and at the time, heightened)
uncertainty within the Euro zone. It has fully recovered this loss
this quarter, however, and gone further, and the measure stands 19
points higher at +17%, equalling that of Q1 2011 which itself had
not been bettered since Q3 2007.

Manufacturing export orders contract

Export Orders

The 17-point fall in manufacturing overseas orders is a concern, as
the government is continuing to focus on an export-led recovery to
make up for weak internal demand. The fall in this broad measure
is made up of large falls in both narrow manufacturing (down 17
points to -7%) and construction (down 20 points to 0%). This leaves
the overall measure for production industries exports at -5%. It is
to be hoped that this is a one-off deviation rather than the start of
a longer trend.
The service sector’s order book across the world rebounded well this
quarter after Q3’s weakening, and stands up 12 points at +8%.

HMRC Trade in Goods

Official data shows exports increase
HMRC’s official Trade in Goods statistics for the North West show
that the sharp reduction in exports from our region in Q2 has been
partially reversed in the third quarter of the year. After falling by
over £1.3bn in the second quarter, primarily driven by a significant
fall in the volume of chemicals exported nationally, we have seen
a £798m increase in the values of exports from the region. Total
North West exports stand at £6.324bn for Q3 2012, around £500m
lower than their recent peak in Q1 2012 of £6.858bn.
The number of businesses in the North West actively exporting
increased to 5,932 in Q3, 41 higher than the previous quarter.
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Labour Market
Employment levels continue to remain strong with many of the predicted effects of the recession failing to
materialise. Maintained by large-scale shifts within the labour market as a whole, there has been a substantial
increase in the number of people working part-time and the number of self-employed continues to climb.
Nationally, there are now more people in work than at the pre-recession peak which, even allowing for an
increase in over one million in the population, is a positive statistic.
These national indicators do, however, hide a wide range of variability within the regions. London has seen an
increase of over 75,000 jobs since the start of the recession in 2008 whereas six of the eight English regions have
seen a fall. Even Greater Manchester, at the heart of the North West’s economic performance, has 25,000 jobs fewer
than at its 2007 height. Nevertheless, set against the large-scale public sector job losses over the past four years
(with more to come), the private sector in Greater Manchester is continuing to create jobs.

Employment in Manufacturing

Job opportunities continue to increase
Both primary sectors continue to indicate positive net job creation
levels. The service sector has seen a firm increase in the rate of
growth this quarter, making gains of four points to stand at +12%,
only one point shy of its post-recession high in Q3 2011. This is
strong news on the back of four quarters of steady growth and,
whilst falling short of expectations in Q3, there is a small rise in the
sector’s own forecast for hiring in the first quarter of 2013.

Recruitment in Manufacturing

Investment in Training

Manufacturing sees a weaker picture though it remains in growth.
Construction companies have shown a retreat in employment rates
this quarter with their measure of employment in Q4 falling eight
points to -3%, indicating net losses whilst forecasts for next quarter
are flat. Narrow manufacturing has held steady at +8%,
surpassing its own expectations and the data indicates increased
hiring predictions for next quarter at +17%.

Shifts in working patterns continue

Employment in Services

In the service sector the proportion of full and part-time hires
remains steady but within manufacturing there has been a larger
shift. A six-point rise in the number of respondents recruiting to
part-time positions alongside a four-point fall in those recruiting to
full-time positions highlights both the continued trend in
changing working patterns and that the sector is likely to be
feeling some pressure. The shift is evident within both narrow
manufacturing and construction.

Manufacturers struggle to recruit talent
A sharp fourteen-point increase in the number of manufacturing
companies reporting recruitment difficulties takes this measure to
78%, the highest recorded for over seven years. This is spread fairly
evenly across manufacturers and constructors, implying that there
remains continued difficulty in recruiting skilled trades and
technicians as well as clerical and managerial positions within
production firms. This may be indicative of broader image
problems with the sector as well as specific skills shortages.

Recruitment in Services

On the contrary, the service sector reports a decrease in recruitment
difficulties with a similar number of firms actively recruiting. If the
government is to achieve its objective of rebalancing the economy
toward productive industries, both the availability of talent and its
willingness to enter the workplace with the right skills must be
addressed.

Training gives mixed messages
The data on recruitment difficulties and investment in training levels
often correlates quite well, and increased difficulties in obtaining the
right staff can be expected to increase the funding of staff training.
This quarter sees a different picture with the level of
manufacturers investing in training their workforce staying level
for the third quarter at +11%. Meanwhile, the service sector reports
a three-point increase in training investment to +16%, the highest
recorded since the first quarter of 2008.
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Confidence &
Investment
Business confidence levels in Greater Manchester, after recovering well in the immediate post-recession period,
were shaken by the uncertainty of the 2010 election and fell away after the Emergency Budget in June of that
year as the effects of austerity and reduced government-led capital spending began to take hold. Since early
2011, confidence levels have been steadily improving, and only uncertainty over the Euro zone problems has
significantly moved the indicators. There is a lesson for government here: it is broadly changes of policy that
shake confidence in business and its ability to grow. Stability and certainty helps to encourage private sector
investment and move the economy forward.
Capital investment levels remain low and volatile, though this is unsurprising in a low-growth environment
with political uncertainty. We would expect improving confidence to feed through into intentions to invest,
and the government’s recent decision to increase the Annual Investment Allowance should help to increase this
measure, though government needs to urgently prioritise more significant growth measures.

Manufacturing Confidence

Confidence strengthens in all sectors
All four of the survey’s confidence indicators have advanced this
quarter, showing strong optimism for the coming year from both
main sectors.

Investment in Plant & Machinery

The broad manufacturing measures for both turnover and
profitability stand this quarter at their highest levels since this
government came to power. The turnover balance is up nine points
to +31% and profitability is up six points at +14%. As is so often the
case the detail hides a different performance within sub-sectors,
and whilst both narrow manufacturing and construction have
improved, it is the latter which has driven the main balance to its
current level.

The QES has shown a weakening in the level of investment in plant
and machinery for manufacturing firms, erasing most of the gains
made last quarter. Falling five points to +5% it is indicative of only
weak growth in capital spend, so we hope the raising of the AIA will
see many firms taking advantage of the opportunity to increase
their capital investment.

The profitability measure for construction companies, having risen
twelve points from last quarter, now stands in positive territory for
the first time since Q2 2010 at +8%. Narrow manufacturing has not
broken any highs this quarter but the two measures stand firmly in
growth at +32% and +17% for turnover and profitability
respectively.

Services Confidence

The service sector also sees strong gains, and has equalled or exceeded its highest points since before the general election. Turnover confidence for the coming twelve months is up nine points,
reversing last quarter’s fall, and stands again at +39%. Profitability
is up a little more, perhaps suggesting a weakening pressure on
margins, increasing by 11 points to +30%. This leaves both measures at their strongest since Q1 2010.

Capital investment positive but remains weak
The Chamber expressed its concern at the Chancellor’s decision to
lower the Annual Investment Allowance from £100,000 to £25,000
in April 2012. We predicted that it would have some distortion
effects with investment spend around the first two quarters of the
year. As many large firms have some money available for
investment it is good news that the Chancellor announced in his
Autumn Statement that the allowance is to be raised to £250,000
from 1 January 2013 for two years.

The service sector measure has held steady this quarter at +5%, a
level last exceeded in Q2 2011.

Exporter/non-exporter confidence

Exporters continue to show greater confidence
Just over 40% of businesses who responded to this survey are
exporters: this means just over half of all manufacturers and over
a third of all service businesses who submitted a response are
actively engaged in overseas markets. These businesses represent
almost all sectors and districts within Greater Manchester, and are
well distributed in terms of business size.
Again, the difference in confidence levels, regardless of size of
business, is clear between non-exporting and exporting companies.
Businesses engaging in overseas markets are more likely to have
recruited, be looking to grow and to have greater expectations
for turnover and profitability for the coming year. Interestingly,
domestic manufacturers are the only group expecting decreased
profitability in 2013.
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Costs & Prices
Inflation has, as we predicted, been slow to ease and as the impact of the latest round of energy price increases
feeds into the economy, the measure is likely to remain elevated. The cancellation of the fuel duty rise that was
due in January will help, though the escalator remains in place. It is unclear what further effects the Bank’s
quantitative easing programme will have on future inflation, though we can expect that the base rate will
remain at 0.5% for the coming year.
Increased competition in the marketplace is squeezing businesses’ margins, forcing some to lower prices and
reducing the amount of cash at hand for investment and employment. Household incomes continue to face
pressure from below-inflation pay rises and debt repayments will keep growth in retail sales constrained. Poor
harvests in both the UK and internationally will continue to exert upward pressure on food inflation and, as
global growth improves in 2013, raw material prices are only likely to move higher still.

Intentions to Increase Prices

Inflationary pressures continue to rise
Both the manufacturing and service sector have this quarter
indicated increased intentions to increase their prices, with
manufacturers showing a second consecutive quarter of increasing
pressure. Whilst many of the stronger inflationary expectations of
2011 onwards have passed, businesses are now beginning to report
increasing cost pressures again. April’s 2.6% rise in business rates
will be a significant burden on many, and all sectors are now
beginning to note increased demand for pay increases.

Price Pressures in Services

External Factors

Cashflow

costs and raw materials measures remain relatively low, each rising
just two points.

Rising five points for the second consecutive month to +20%, the
broad inflationary measure for the manufacturing sector is now at
its highest since Q3 2011. The service sector measure has nudged
up by two points to +17%, erasing last quarter’s mild easing.

Manufacturing costs moving higher

Price Pressures in Manufacturing

The cost of many commodities has been, on balance, easing since
the recession in 2008. However, as some economies around the
globe begin to experience a pick-up, prices are beginning to
increase. The raw materials measure of our survey for the
manufacturing sector is eight points higher this quarter at 58%,
driven by a 20-point rise from the construction sector, though
narrow manufacturing also saw a large increase of six points to 66%.
The number of manufacturing firms reporting increased costs of
finance has risen by five points to 20%. Whilst still a relatively low
number, this is concerning at a time when a number of schemes
are in operation to lower the cost of lending to businesses. Our pay
settlements measure also increased by five points this quarter to
18%, perhaps indicating that the difficulty reported in recruiting in
the sector is now filtering through to stronger wage demands.

Service sector sees all cost measures increase
All four of the service sector indicators for inflationary pressures
have moved up this quarter. Whilst none of the increases are very
large (the biggest is the three-point rise in pay settlements) there are
some long-term trends to be cautious of. Both pay agreements and
other overheads have been gradually increasing since Q2 2010 and
are worthy of watching closely over the coming year. The financial

Cashflow position improves
The service sector’s cashflow measure has risen sharply this
quarter, up 12 points to stand at +3%. This is its highest level and
the first time the measure has been positive since the last quarter
of 2007. With more services companies reporting an improvement
in their cashflow position than a worsening, this is a significant
positive indicator for the sector in Greater Manchester.
Manufacturing has also seen a rise in this measure, increasing
seven points but remaining in negative territory at -6%; this is its
best position for five quarters. Within the broad sectoral measure,
narrow manufacturing has seen its cashflow position move positive
(up seven points to +3%) which, alongside measures such as the
increase in the Annual Investment Allowance, could help
support growth in the sector in the coming months dependent
upon improved domestic and overseas demand.
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Official Data &
Commodity Prices

S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index

Inflation & Bank Rate

Background &
Methodology

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce is the largest Chamber
of Commerce in the United Kingdom, providing business support
services to 5,000 members who collectively employ 350,000
people, around one-third of Greater Manchester’s workforce.
Recognised as a leader in its field, Greater Manchester Chamber’s
reputation in government circles has grown locally and nationally.
At the heart of the area of greatest economic intensity outside
London and the South East, the Chamber is the primary body for
business support, policy, representation and networking.

Brent Spot Oil Price

Sterling Exchange Rates

The aim of the Chamber is to support businesses and to help
create the best climate for the region to prosper. This is achieved
by ensuring that those taking decisions on key issues such as
transport, taxation and business regulation hear the voice of our
members. The representation of our members’ views is central
to the work of the policy team at the Chamber; these views are
gathered in a range of ways including our local councils, policy
committees, sector councils, the main Chamber council, focus
groups, meetings with politicians, consultations and, of course,
this Quarterly Economic Survey (QES).
Forming part of the British Chambers of Commerce’s national
survey, Greater Manchester is the single largest contributor to this
important body of evidence. As the principal national business
survey, and the first to be published in each quarter, its results are
closely watched by both HM Treasury and the Bank of England’s
Monetary Policy Committee. Having been the first survey to call
the last two recessions, the data revealed by it is timely, accurate
and invaluable for anyone wishing to understand the subtle shifts
in the economic climate for businesses in Greater Manchester and
beyond.

The collection period for this survey was Monday 12 November
to Wednesday 5 December inclusive. A total of 804 businesses,
together employing 180,222 people responded to the survey.
This report has been researched, written and compiled by Dr Brian
Sloan, Chief Economist, and Christian Spence, Research Manager.
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce would like to thank
pro.manchester for its members’ contributions to this survey’s
dataset.
If you require any further information about the production or
detail of this report, please contact Christian on (0161) 237 4045
or email christian.spence@gmchamber.co.uk
Net balance figures referred to throughout this report are
determined by subtracting the percentage of businesses reporting
a decrease in a factor from the percentage of businesses
reporting an increase. The broad manufacturing definition
includes the agriculture, energy and water, construction and
manufacturing sectors.
Copies of this and previous reports can be freely downloaded from
the Chamber’s website at www.gmchamber.co.uk/qes.
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Action for Business Autumn Statement Special
Chris Fletcher, the Chamber’s Director of Policy &
Communications, explains the key role that the QES
plays in forming the Chamber’s policy and
representation: Action For Business.

On 5th December the Chancellor delivered the
2012 Autumn Statement.
Set against a continuing challenging economic background it was
hoped the statement would herald bold and decisive announcements to kick start growth in the economy and lay a firm foundation for the future.
In advance of the statement the Chamber, using direct input
gathered from hundreds of members at its Action For Business
Forums and other sources, wrote to the Chancellor outlining the
main priorities identified as being necessary to help business and
the economy.
For 2/3 of his speech the Chancellor laid out the numbers from the
Office of Budget Responsibility some of which made uncomfortable
listening. The final 1/3 though contained the information that was
of more immediate interest to the Chamber and its members with
a slew of policy announcements.

In line with previous publications this quarter’s QES report contains
our Q4 Action For Business summary of recent activity on the
inside back cover. Put together with the other summaries from
2012 we have now delivered over 90 individual activities in
response to what our members have highlighted as being the
issues that affect them. As a way of reviewing our activity this
year, a table highlighting these can also be found at the back of
this report.
Throughout 2013 we will continue to work with and represent the
views and demands of Greater Manchester businesses with more
ways than ever for you to access and take part in our work to make
sure your voice is heard.
Chris Fletcher
Director of Policy & Communications

Infrastructure & Planning

A major influence on a number of these announcements was the
recently released report from Lord Heseltine on UK competiveness – “No Stone Unturned”. Followers of Chamber policy activity
will be aware of this report which the Chamber had input to at a
local level as well as via British Chambers of Commerce. A formal
government response will be made in Spring 2013 though some
of the easier to implement proposals have already made their way
into government policy. The report itself contains much more and
also pinpoints the role that Chambers of Commerce may have in
the future. This is a rapidly changing environment and it will be
interesting to revisit this to assess and track what impact Heseltine
will have on UK business and the Chamber network.

Whilst overall the message that the Chamber has been pushing
hard over the last year about increasing infrastructure investment
seems to have started to be heard by government, on the face of it
the North West seems to have faired poorly out of the schemes
announced by the Chancellor. Whilst no specific North West or
Greater Manchester scheme was identified as being in receipt of
funding and it would appear that the South East once again has
captured the attention of Ministers when it comes to infrastructure
spending, we should not forget that over the last 12 months
significant announcements have been made around local road
improvements and the biggest investment of all around the final
funding required to deliver the Northern Hub. More, though, still
needs doing.

Below is a summary of the key policy announcements made as
part of the Autumn Statement, under the Chambers Action For
Business themes. Where appropriate we have noted specific
policies that ourlobbying has had influence on.

Looking ahead, the Chamber is anticipating an increase in activity
and interest around HS2 when the announcement is made of the
route options north of Birmingham in January 2013 as confirmed
in the Statement. We are also hoping that the money announced

and re-announced in the Autumn Statement on tackling road pinch
points will take into account the work done earlier this year with
members on this issue. At a strategic level we await further
details on the decision to look at awarding LEPs greater powers
around local transport. Whatever this looks like in reality it is
essential that, via the Chamber, business has a clear voice on this
issue.
One area that the Chamber has been taking significant action
on has been around broadband and digital infrastructure so the
announcement around Salford receiving funding under the Urban
Broadband Fund is to be welcomed. We still however need to ensure
that we drive out access to high speed broadband to as many
businesses as possible and not just in selected areas.
It should be noted that both this and HS2 are as much about the
current lack of capacity rather just being focused on speed.
As regard plans announced to kick start stalled building projects and
re-commence investment in schools, concerns still persist around
the capability of the planning process which has undergone
significant changes with no clear output as of yet. Time delays
(through planning) are the natural enemy for development projects
so the speed at which these announcements can be transformed into
action will be something that we will monitor. Fundamental concerns
remain about accessing finance for development schemes which
may be alleviated by PF2 or via other new mechanisms which are
covered in the next section - Finance & Taxation.
• Current spending will be cut by £5bn to invest in infrastructure this means that a £5.5 billion capital package will be put together
to include:
- Additional £270m for capital investment in FE colleges in
England;
- £980m to build 100 free schools and academies and expand
good schools in areas with greatest pressure on places.

- The Government will invest an additional £1.5 billion, of
which £1 billion will be invested within this spending review
period, to enhance and improve the road network and
reduce congestion.
• T here will be an announcement in 2013 on extending the HS2 high
speed rail link to North West and West Yorkshire WIN
• T he Government had previously committed £50 million to support
a second wave of 12 cities in the Government’s Urban Broadband
Fund. In Greater Manchester Salford has been named as a recipient
of this funding.
• T he Government is providing £683 million through capital grant
and financial transactions. In England, the Government will invest
£474 million in local infrastructure - c. £225 million of the funding
will be used to accelerate delivery of large housing sites, supporting
around 50,000 homes; WIN
•A
 ll newly built commercial property completed between 1 October
2013 and 30 September 2016 will be exempt from empty property
rates for the first 18 months, up to state aids limits

Finance & Taxation
Following intensive lobbying from the Chamber going back over
12 months the Chancellor finally cancelled the 3p per litre fuel duty
increase. Another significant win was the massive about turn on the
Annual Investment Allowance. The Chamber campaigned against
the original cut from £100k to £25k so to not only get a reversal on
that but to have such a huge increase to £250k should be noted as a
serious attempt to help companies with their investment plans.
The Chancellor also announced the formation of a Business Bank.
The Chamber and its members have been very critical over the
slew of funding schemes and initiatives that have emanated from
HMT and BIS over the last 2 years. At the last count at least a dozen
schemes have been announced with some being abandoned before
they have even been made live. It is hoped that a Business Bank will
consolidate all these schemes into a single pot and that it is made
easy to access by businesses.
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One area of increasing concern is around business rates and whilst
SBRR has been extended and an announcement made on the
introduction of a grace period for empty property we will continue
to monitor this issue. Fundamentally the current system seems
broken with many business rate payers not fully understanding the
mechanism or process and there is a distinct lack of accountability.
Changes are due over the next few years which we will keep abreast
of. We will also monitor as to whether the empty rate
announcement due to start in October 2013 will have a short term
negative impact with developers holding back until the grace period
becomes live.
• The Government will cancel the 3.02p per litre fuel duty increase
that was planned for 1 January 2013;
• The Government re-confirmed that it will create a Business Bank to
deploy £1 billion of additional capital;
• £600 million investment in Research Council infrastructure, and
facilities for applied R&D;
• A further £350m for the Regional Growth Fund to provide support
for jobs and growth; WIN
• The Government intends to devolve a greater proportion of
growth-related spending on the basis of strategic plans developed
by Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) by creating a single funding
pot for local areas from April 2015 (as per the Heseltine Review).
This is likely to include some of the funding for local transport,
housing, schemes to get people back into work, skills and any
additional local growth funding. Further details will be set out in the
Spending Review.
• The Government will increase the Annual Investment Allowance
from £25,000 to £250,000 for qualifying investment in plant and
machinery for two years from 1 January 2013; WIN
• The main rate of corporation tax to fall from 22% to 21% from April
2014; WIN
• The Government is to invest a further £77 million in HMRC to
increase revenues raised from tackling tax avoidance and evasion;
• The temporary doubling of the Small Business Rate Relief scheme
will be extended for a further 12 months from 1 April 2013 until
April 2014; WIN

Skills & Employment
This potentially offered the biggest win of all for business in Greater
Manchester with the approval of the Chambers’ bid for Employer
Ownership of Skills funds. This will transform completely how skills
provision and training is delivered in Greater Manchester. With the
funding from this, GIF and City Deal now in place the Chamber will
be able to put businesses in the driving seat for the future skills
strategy for Greater Manchester. Further details will be announced
over the coming months.
• GM Chamber/MAN Diesel EOS bid approved. WIN
• Employer Ownership Pilot increased by £90m (to £340m);
• Information for students to be published about FE course outcomes
(average earnings and employment destinations, by sector and LEP
area);
• LEPs to be given a role setting skills strategies consistent with
national objectives. Chartered status for FE colleges will be linked to
having taken account of local skills priorities;
• Government will encourage LEPs to have a seat on FE colleges’
governing bodies, with colleges represented on LEPs’ boards;

Trade & Innovation
It is within this area of activity that a number of major policy
decisions were announced emanating from the report by Lord
Heseltine on growth. Details are listed below but the capacity for
some innovative new mechanisms for business support and new
local structures were additionally outlined in the Autumn Statement
documents from HMT and seem to chime with the proposals put
forward by Heseltine. Within the Autumn Statement, Chambers are
specifically highlighted as having a potential new role to act as a
stronger voice for the private sector to promote growth as well as
acting as a lead body to input and assist with developing local
strategic plans. We will keep a watching brief on this work and
ensure that full benefit is taken from this opportunity.

On specific announcements made by the Chancellor and again
following concerted lobbying on behalf of members, it was really
pleasing to see the UKTI budget increased after years of cuts. In
addition the extra support announced for businesses should assist
with ensuring that more businesses can now consider exporting as a
realistic and viable option.
• Government’s full response to Heseltine Review - “No Stone
Unturned” released in Spring 2013;
• LEPs to lead development of new strategic plans for local growth
consistent with national priorities, consulting all local partners
including local Chambers;
• Government will provide £10m a year for capacity building within
LEPs (each LEP to apply for up to £250k additional funding per year
- announced in September);
• Government will align priorities for EU Common Strategic
Framework funds in England, based on LEP plans
• Government will make available a new concessionary public works
loan rate to an infrastructure project nominated by each LEP
(excluding London).
• UK Export Finance to establish scheme (running to end of 2015-16)
to provide up to £1.5 billion of loans to finance small export
transactions. The scheme will be operated by UKEF and run for
three years, focussing mainly on transactions below £50 million;
• UKTI’s budget to be increased by £70 million: to enable delivery of
services to more SME exporters; refocus on highest value markets
and opportunities; build capacity of overseas Chambers of
Commerce; enhance inward investment service; WIN
• UKTI to establish new unit tasked with attracting the best and the
brightest overseas talent to the UK including through a dedicated
visa route;
• UKTI to provide SMEs that are new to exporting with financial help
to buy trade services from UKTI or third parties

Resource Efficiency & the Green Economy
In comparison with other issues there again seemed to be a paucity
of announcements centred on this area of policy. Recognising the
opportunities within the low carbon sector it is important that we
maintain our focus on this issue. With announcements around a step
up in house building and other construction opportunities there will
be opportunity to ensure that these take into account the advanced
work that has already been done locally to embed low carbon
construction techniques into construction.
• The Government will publish a Gas Generation Strategy
setting its view of the expected role for gas in power generation up
to 2030. As part of this, the Government will set up an Office for
Unconventional Gas to provide a single point of contact for
investors and streamline the regulatory process. The Government
will also consult on the tax regime for shale gas.
• The Government is to simplify the Carbon Reduction Commitment
(CRC) energy efficiency scheme from 2013. The CRC’s Performance
League Table will be abolished and a full review of the effectiveness
of the scheme will be held in 2016;
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Deliveries & Orders
UK sales

Deliveries & Orders

Q1-12

Q2-12

Q3-12

Q4-12

4

1

-2

5

UK sales

Q1-12

Q2-12

Q3-12

Q4-12

6

12

5

17

UK orders

-1

-8

-9

-2

UK orders

2

3

-1

10

Export sales

16

18

14

6

Export sales

14

13

-2

17

Export orders

15

13

12

-5

Export orders

11

12

-4

8

Labour

Labour

Employment in the last quarter

12

6

7

3

Employment in the last quarter

7

8

8

12

Employment expectations for next quarter

14

14

7

10

Employment expectations for next quarter

18

19

15

16

% Tried to recruit staff
If yes, were they for:			

% Part-time jobs

48

47

49

47

% Tried to recruit staff

11

13

13

19

If yes, were they for:			

% Part-time jobs

45

49

48

49

29

31

30

33

					% Full-time jobs

82

82

79

75

					% Full-time jobs

74

77

72

74

			

% Temporary jobs

20

22

27

29

			

% Temporary jobs

20

20

24

20

			

% Permanent jobs

% Permanent jobs

40

38

46

40

			

74

63

64

78

% Recruitment difficulties

% Skilled manual/
technical

52

48

48

51

If yes, were they for:			

% Professional/
managerial

11

10

10

16

% Recruitment difficulties
If yes, were they for:			

41

41

39

43

69

68

69

63

% Skilled manual/
technical

22

23

17

21

% Professional/
managerial

23

25

23

22

			

% Clerical

38

29

31

36

			

% Clerical

35

34

36

31

			

% Semi/unskilled

18

18

13

16

			

% Semi/unskilled

14

14

15

18

-10

-10

-13

-6

Cash flow

-5

-6

-9

3

Investment plant & machinery

13

3

10

5

Investment plant & machinery

1

4

5

5

Investment training

12

11

11

11

Investment training

11

11

13

16

Cash flow
Investment Plans

Investment Plans

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)
Turnover

25

27

22

31

Turnover

33

39

30

39

Profitability

6

9

8

14

Profitability

22

27

19

30

30

31

31

35

20

17

15

17

Production

Production

% At full capacity

25

33

35

36

19

10

15

20

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices

12

12

10

13

19

18

18

20

Prices / Costs

% At full capacity
Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices
Is your business currently suffering
					%
Pay settlements

15

14

13

18

Is your business currently suffering
					%
Pay settlements

pressures to raise its prices from
					%
Raw material prices

65

52

50

58

pressures to raise its prices from
					%
Raw material prices

any of the following?
					%
Finance costs

15

18

15

20

any of the following?
					%
Finance costs

16

19

16

18

					% Other overheads

39

36

45

41

					% Other overheads

46

41

41

42

15

20

17

16

21

20

18

14

External Factors
Affecting your business more than

External Factors
Interest rates

Affecting your business more

Interest rates

than three months ago.
					Exchange
rates

25

23

32

17

than three months ago.
					Exchange
rates

13

13

16

14

					Business rates

32

31

31

39

					Business rates

28

25

25

30

34

30

26

29

					

32

29

31

30

					Competition

					

54

50

54

59

					Competition

48

48

46

44

					Corporate taxation

31

32

29

32

					Corporate taxation

27

25

25

24

Number of respondent companies

Number of respondent companies
Number of employees

Inflation

225

256

234

285

44,603

30,015

73,088

71,499

Number of employees

Inflation

586

598

587

519

92,333

306,429

69,765

108,723
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Deliveries & Orders

Appendix 2 - Manufacturing
Sector Split Q3 2012
Constructors
Only

Deliveries & Orders

Broader Measure

Manufacturers
Only

Broader Measure

Manufacturers
Only

Constructors
Only

UK sales

5

11

0

UK sales

-2

4

-7

UK orders

-2

-1

-4

UK orders

-9

-5

-14

Export sales

6

3

17

Export sales

14

12

9

Export orders

-5

-7

0

Export orders

12

10

20

3

8

-5

Employment in the last quarter

7

8

3

Employment expectations for next quarter

7

17

0

Employment expectations for next quarter

7

6

9

% Tried to recruit staff

47

46

51

% Tried to recruit staff

49

51

46

Labour

Labour

Employment in the last quarter

If yes, were they for:			

% Part-time jobs

19

22

18

If yes, were they for:			

% Part-time jobs

13

14

9

					% Full-time jobs

75

82

71

					% Full-time jobs

79

77

83

			

% Temporary jobs

29

25

31

			

% Temporary jobs

27

27

29

			

% Permanent jobs

40

43

37

			

% Permanent jobs

46

47

43

78

84

74

% Recruitment difficulties

64

64

60

% Skilled manual/
technical

51

57

45

If yes, were they for:			

% Skilled manual/
technical

48

51

43

% Professional/
managerial

16

12

21

% Professional/
managerial

10

5

17

			

% Clerical

36

29

44

			

% Clerical

31

22

46

			

% Semi/unskilled

16

19

13

			

% Semi/unskilled

13

14

14

-6

3

-16

Cash flow

-13

-4

-22

Investment plant & machinery

5

10

1

Investment plant & machinery

10

13

6

Investment training

11

13

8

Investment training

11

13

7

Turnover

31

32

25

Turnover

22

29

11

Profitability

14

17

8

Profitability

8

15

-4

35

34

36

% Recruitment difficulties
If yes, were they for:			

Cash flow
Investment Plans

Investment Plans

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Production

Production

% At full capacity

36

34

39

Prices / Costs

% At full capacity
Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices

20

27

13

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices

15

18

10

Is your business currently suffering
					%
Pay settlements

18

17

19

Is your business currently suffering
					%
Pay settlements

13

9

20

pressures to raise its prices from
					%
Raw material prices

58

66

54

pressures to raise its prices from
					%
Raw material prices

50

60

34

any of the following?
					%
Finance costs

20

18

22

any of the following?
					%
Finance costs

15

12

18

					% Other overheads

41

44

38

					% Other overheads

45

43

51

16

11

22

17

13

25

than three months ago.
					Exchange
rates

17

29

2

than three months ago.
					Exchange
rates

32

49

3

					Business rates

39

45

34

					Business rates

31

32

29

					

External Factors
Affecting your business more

External Factors
Interest rates

Interest rates

29

30

26

					

26

25

28

					Competition

59

50

68

					Competition

54

48

67

					Corporate taxation

32

31

33

					Corporate taxation

29

29

28

Number of respondent companies

285

148

122

Number of respondent companies

234

146

76

71,499

12,083

58,249

73,088

10,764

61,124

Number of employees

Inflation

Affecting your business more

Number of employees

Inflation
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Find your complimentary Action for
Business Plan poster and track our
progress from 2012 and into the New Year.

Greater Manchester
Chamber

@gmchamber

/gmchamber

/greatermanchester
chamber

Call us 0845 602 9469
Visit us www.gmchamber.co.uk
		
Email us
Read our blog
info@gmchamber.co.uk
www.gmchamberblog.co.uk

Read 53 Degrees magazine:
www.53degreesmagazine.co.uk

